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Pages! "Whatever your mind can conceive and believe it can achieve." - Napoleon Hill Read The Book

That Has Become A Worldwide Word of Mouth Phenomenon! How You Can Discover What The Hidden

Secret In Think and Grow Rich Is And Apply It To Naturally Achieve The Goals You Truly Desire! If you're

a big fan of self improvement or entrepreneurship, you've probably heard of Napoleon Hill's legendary

book Think and Grow Rich which has sold over 15 million copies worldwide (but if you haven't, now's your

chance to get a FREE copy of his book!). The bestselling book was the end result of interviewing and

researching over 500 successful men and women in an effort to discover the exact method they used in

order to achieve their respective goals. Included among these 500 men and women were Thomas

Edison, Henry Ford, Theodore Roosevelt, Charles Schwab, Woodrow Wilson, Alexander Graham Bell,

John D. Rockefeller, along with many others. In the introduction of his book, Napoleon Hill gives mention

of a Hidden Secret, which was in essence, the exact how-to methodology of thinking and achieving the

goals you desire, not just that of financial success. To quote the author: "Throughout this philosophy will
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be found the suggestion that thought, backed by strong desire, has a tendency to transmute itself into its

physical equivalent." - Napoleon Hill Napoleon Hill did not directly state what the Hidden Secret was in his

book but did leave several clues in the introduction of his book in order to help the reader discover what it

was. (I left a clue as well when I used the word "Desire" in the title of this page - and no, the Hidden

Secret is not just to really desire the achievement of your goal and it's not the law of attraction either.

There's a lot more to it than that as you'll soon see.) The Clues To The Hidden Secret "If you are ready

for the secret, you already possess one half of it." "If you are ready to put it to use, you will recognize it at

least once in every chapter." "Somewhere as you read, the secret to which I refer will jump from the page

and stand boldly before you, if you are ready for it! When it appears, you will recognize it." "..may I offer

one brief suggestion which may provide a clue by which the secret may be recognized? It is this - all

achievement, all earned riches, have their beginning in an idea!" - Napoleon Hill When you're ready for

the Hidden Secret and you recognize it in Napoleon Hill's book, you want to know what the greatest thing

about it is? You realize that you've just found the natural process of goal achievement. What do I mean by

that? Let's think about it this for a second. When most people first start off on their journey of self

improvement in order to achieve their goals, they pump themselves up with books, tapes, or speakers. All

those resources are there to tell them "You can do it!" and it's true, you CAN do it. That's the thesis if you

will, of all self improvement books, tapes, and seminars. Then they start going on a HUGE information

binge. They want to learn all the techniques and principles of success: visualization, time management,

discipline, determination, persistence, etc. The One MAJOR Problem That People Seem To Have When

It Comes To Achieving Their Goals However, they run into a MAJOR PROBLEM and that is they read

and read and read but NEVER apply what they learn. Does that sound familiar to you? You read a book

or listen to a tape and get pumped up so you work on your goals for a day, but do nothing after that. You

read another book and the same thing happens. You get frustrated because nothing is working so you

think that the key to it all is going to found in the next book you read, or the next article, or the next

seminar you attend. This leads to a viscous cycle that few people seem to escape from. You seem to

have some small measure of success as you try in vain to "force" yourself to apply what you learn and it

works for a little while, but you inevitably slip back. You hopelessly rely on books and tapes to "pump" you

up in order to take action on your goals. The Missing Link To It All The truth is, deep down inside you

know what needs to be done in order to achieve your goals. You've read about the principles of success



and know the techniques. You know that you need to be persistent, do hard work, take action, visualize,

believe, etc., but it's as if you're missing the link to it all. What's that missing link? People who achieve

their goals do all of that naturally. They believe naturally, they take action naturally, they work hard

naturally, they persist naturally, etc. They don't have to rely on books, tapes, or seminars to pump them

up. Remember, long before there were any self improvement books, tapes, or seminars, people were

achieving great things without them because the process of natural success was inside them the entire

time. That's exactly what The Hidden Secret is. The Hidden Secret that Napoleon Hill referred to in Think

and Grow Rich is a process that naturally induces the principles of success in order to help you to

achieve your goals. The key is to understand what that natural process is and how we can initiate it within

ourselves. The Hidden Secret In Think and Grow Rich If you're one of the over two million readers around

the world who've benefited from reading my articles on self improvement at BrianKim.net, you know that I

love to read, analyze, find patterns and possibilities, and apply inductive reasoning in order to find the

underlying logic behind concepts, all of which has helped immensely in discovering the Hidden Secret.

When I discovered it and began to write about it, I knew for a FACT that The Hidden Secret In Think and

Grow Rich would be vastly different than any other self improvement book on the market today. How This

Book Is Different Then Any Other Success Book You've Read If you've read enough success type books,

you'll realize that they ALL say the things. They just list a bunch of "principles of success". They say

things like: "Think positive." "Take action." "Never give up." "Just do it." "Discipline yourself." "Just

believe." "Be consistent." "Be motivated." "Be creative." "Focus on your goal." EVERY book out there

contains all the same stuff; it's just repackaged differently every single time. It's simple, superficial pop

psychology for the masses. Instead of falling for these superficial types of books that just take money out

of your pocket, find out what connects all those principles of success you've read about so that you

naturally start to manifest them. So you naturally start taking action, so that you naturally think positive, so

that you naturally become persistent, etc. That's the REAL value right there. Not just listing a bunch of

principles of success that everybody has heard of. The Hidden Secret in Think and Grow Rich will provide

you with that revolutionary new paradigm shift that will change the way you look at the principles of

success. This paradigm shift will introduce a new framework model that will show how the principles of

success are all connected so that they can be derived naturally, not forcefully. This book ties everything

you've ever read on self improvement and goal attainment to give you that missing link between them all.



In addition it will also explain exactly how to do so in great detail. It will pull all the components together

and focus on the specifics of how to do it. What This Book Will Do For You: * CLEARLY STATE the

Hidden Secret in the VERY FIRST CHAPTER to resolve ALL ambiguity once and for all. * Offer

DETAILED EVIDENCE BASED ON THE CLUES Napoleon Hill gave and POINT OUT EXACTLY

WHERE IT IS IN EVERY CHAPTER OF THINK AND GROW RICH along with PLENTY of EXAMPLES,

IRREFUTABLE LOGIC, and REASONING TO SUPPORT the VALIDITY of the Hidden Secret. * Provide

you with a revolutionary new paradigm shift showing how the principles of success can be induced

naturally in order to help you achieve your goals naturally in turn. * Eliminate your dependency on self

improvement books so you don't have to rely on them to pump you up. * Cease your endless quest for

knowledge on self improvement, which means no more "addiction" to books, tapes, and seminars. * Go

into great detail of each step of the Hidden Secret by explaining the logic and reasoning behind each one

so you can clearly understand the "why" in order to easily apply the "how". * Deliver multiple effective

techniques on how to execute each step of the Hidden Secret in order to FULLY maximize your results. *

Provide you with the knowledge to "frame" the success of others when you read about them so that you

become conscious and understand the natural journey they've taken. * Give you with the understanding

of why you were able to achieve some goals and not others so you can "diagnose" yourself to see where

you are falling short. * Supply you with chapter summaries to help you easily remember the information.

Stop jumping from self improvement book to self improvement book. They all say the same thing, just in

different words. They all list the same principles of success. Make the decision today to free yourself from

spending enormous amounts of time and money running around in circles buying self improvement book

after self improvement book because you have to come to the realization that all these books have

purposely left out that "something", that something which will connects all the dots, in order to keep you

"hooked". Find out what connects all those dots together. Find out what connects those principles of

success together and see how you can induce those principles of success naturally to discover the

exactly WHAT the natural process of success is and HOW you can use it to achieve the goals you desire.

- that's the key. Once you have that, you eliminate your dependency on self improvement books so you

don't have to rely on them to pump you up anymore. ____________________________ Visit My Store

For More Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________ Tags: and
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